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ON CERTAIN SUMS OF FOURIER-STIELTJES COEFFICIENTS

BY

J. B. TWOMEY

Abstract. We obtain estimates for certain sums of Fourier-Stieltjcs (and hence also

Fourier) coefficients of continuous functions/of bounded variation in terms of the

modulus of continuity of/. As a consequence of one of our results we obtain an

improvement on a theorem of Zygmund on the absolute convergence of Fourier

series of functions of bounded variation. We also consider absolutely continuous

functions and show by examples that a number of the results we obtain arc "best

possible".

1. Introduction. We shall be concerned with BV, the class of (complex-valued)

functions / which have bounded variation on [0,27r], are continuous there and are

defined for all x by the condition

f(x + 2tr)-f(x)=f(2ir)-f(0),       -oo<x<oo,

and also with AC, the subclass of functions in BV that are absolutely continuous.

Throughout the paper we denote by c„ = c„(/) the nth Fourier-Stieltjes coefficient

of a function/ G BV, that is,

c„=j\:i2"e-"'df(t),      n = 0,±l,±2.
2irJ0

For 8 > 0 we also write

co(fi) = U(8, f) = sup{|/(x,) -/(x2)| : \xx - x2\ < 8),

so that w is the modulus of continuity function of/.

We have the following classical result of Wiener [1, Vol. 1, p. 212; 8]:

Lei/G BV. Then

n

(1.1) 2   kt|   <KVfnoi(n-x),       n>l.
k = -n

Here and throughout K, Kx and K2 denote absolute positive constants, not usually

the same at each occurrence, and Vf denotes the total variation of / over [0,277]. In

this paper we derive an inequality which is stronger than Wiener's result, obtain a

refinement of (1.1) for functions in AC, and derive a number of inequalities similar

to (1.1) for certain other sums of Fourier-Stieltjes coefficients. As a corollary to one

of our results, we obtain an improvement of a theorem of Zygmund on the absolute
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convergence of Fourier series of functions of bounded variation. We also show by

examples that a number of the results we obtain are "best possible".

2. Some definitions and lemmas. A nonnegative function \p, defined on (0, oo), is

said to be a function of continuity modulus type, and we write ip E CMT, if

(i) t|» is increasing on (0, oo),

(ii)t//(fi) -0(0 -04 ), and

(iii) t^(«<5) < n\pi8) for every 8 > 0 and every positive integer n.

Lemma l.Let^E CMT. Then, ifO < 5 < t.

(2.1) r^(r)<2í-^(í).

Proof. Let k be the positive integer for which ks *£ t < ik + l)s. Then, by (i) and

(iii) above,

r'tHO < (ks)~]xp((k + l)s) < (ks)~\k + l)xp(s) < 2s~l4>(s).

Since, trivially, w G CMT for the modulus of continuity function co of a function

/ G BV. it thus follows that, for such an to,

(2.2) rxu(t)<2s-xa(s),       0<s<t.

We define the convolution function/* for/ G BV by

(2.3) r(x)=^-[2'f(x + t)dj(i),        -oo<x<oo.

Clearly/* G BV. For/ G BV we also write

/i(a,/) = sup{|/(*)-/(0)|:0<x<*}.

Lemma 2. Let f E AC and suppose Ô'xu(Ô, /)-oo(ô-0+). Then

li(8,f*)=o(ic(8,f)),       8^0+.

Proof. Let

f(A-f{t + h)-f(t) (A        hf,(t)
W)--1-•     FiA>)

A **'      co(|A|,/)'

for t in [0, 2tr] and A ¥= 0. Clearly

(2.4) \Fh{t)\<l

for / in [0,27r] and A ¥= 0. Since /G AC, there exists g E L(0,2ir) such that

f,(t) ^ g(t) a.e. as A — 0, and it follows, since A"'w(| A |, /) -» oo ( A — 0), that

(2.5) i),(0-0   a.e. as h - 0.

Now

2tt/*(x) = /27(* + t)dl(i) = (2"f(x + r)i(7) dt

so, for A > 0,

2,t/-(M-/-(°)l=rf>(,)ifïï„
u(h,f) JQ
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and, by (2.4), (2.5) and Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, this last integral

tends to 0 as A -» 0+ . The required result follows immediately from this and the

monotonicity of w.

For n > 1 and/ G BV, we set

a„(x) = o„(x,f) = {n-x)(s0 + sx + ■■■ +s„_x)

where

»»

s„ = s„ix,f)=   2   cke'k\       « = 0,1,2,...,
A = -n

so that o„(x) is the nth Cesàro mean of the Fourier-Stieltjes series of/.

Lemma 3. Let f be an increasing function in BV. Then, for each x in [0,2ir] and

n> I,

(2.6) Kxn[f(x + n~x) -fix - if1)] *£ o„(x) < K2nu{iTl,f).

Proof. For n > 1 set

sin2 \nt
f»X0 = —fr«    t^0(mod2tt),

n sin \t

= n, otherwise.

Then F„ is the Fejer kernel of degree n and, by a familiar formula,

27ra„(x) =f F„ix - t)df(t) = fF„(t)d*x(t)

for n > 1, where

4>x(t) =f(x + t)-f(x-t)

for all x and t. It is readily shown that, for 0 < t < n~x, Fnit) 3s Kn and hence

27ra„(x) >f/nF„(t)d<t>x(t) > tfi^iV1),

where we have used the monotonicity of /. This gives the left-hand inequality of

(2.6).
We note next (see [5, p. 62]) that if a is a suitably chosen constant, and

G„(t) = an/ (1 + n2t2),

then F„it) < G„it), 0 < t < 77, and

(2.7) ft\G'„(t)\dt<Kx.

Hence

27to„(x) <ÍG„(t)d^xit),

and integrating by parts we obtain

27ra„(x) ss G„(«)+X{v) - f\x(t)G'n(t) dt.
•In
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Clearly,

|G„(77-)<#>v(7r)|< a«-1w(27r, /) ^ a4iru{n-x, /)

by (2.2). Also, since G'„(t) ̂  0 for t » 0,

0 < - ¡\xit)G'„it) dt < f <o(2r, f)[-G'„(t)] dt

< co(2«-|)/'/"[-C7,;(/)] dt + 2nu(2n-x)f t[-G'n(t)) dt
•M) J\/n

<2uin-x)G,,iO) + 4n*in-x) f t[-G'„it)} dt,

where we have again used (2.2). The right-hand inequality of (2.6) now follows from

this and (2.7).

Remark. It can be shown that the right-hand inequality of (2.6) holds for every

f E BV. The result proved here is sufficient for our purposes, however.

We make two final definitions. We write BV+ (AC+ ) to denote the subclass of

functions in BV (AC) for which c„( / ) > 0 for every n and, for \p E CMT, we write

H[\p] to denote the class of all functions/G BV satisfying w(ô\ /) < K\pi8), 8 > 0.

3. Results. We begin with a result for the class BV+ .

Theorem 1. Let f E BV+ . Then, for n > 1,

(3.1) 2  ck<Kn[p(n-x,f) + c0n-x].
k = -n

Proof. Let/ G BV+ and set

F(x) = f(x) - c0x,       x G [0,2tt-].

Then F G BV and F(2tt) = F(0), since 2t7c0 = f'2tr) - f(0). Hence, for k # 0,

f've-ikxF(x)dx = ik~x /%-'**df(x) = 2irik-xck,
•'o •'o

and, since Re F is a continuous periodic function of bounded variation, its Fourier

series, namely

1 e
9^0-  2 (ck + c_k)k~l sin kx,

L A = l

converges to Re F(x) for all x. In particular, a0 = 2 Re F(0). Since Fourier series can

be integrated term-by-term, we have (cf. [2, p. 469])

Re/  [F(0) - Fit)] dt=  2 «**~20 - cosfcx)
•'o k=\

oc

= 22 akk~2 sin2 4/cx,
k=\

where ak = ck + c_k, k > 1. Hence, for x ^ 0 and every integer n > 1,

2 2 akk~2 sin2 \kx^     |F(0) - Fit)\dt =£ xu(x, /) + c0x2
, _ , -»n
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Taking x = n~x and using the inequalities sin(»<:/2n) > k/ntr, 1 < k < n, we obtain

»j

2 2 ak<n«2[p(n-x,f) + c0n-x].
k = \

This proves the theorem.

If /GBV, then the convolution function /* G BV+ since c„(/*) =|£■„(/)|2,

n — 0, ±1, ±2_[11, Vol. l,p. 40]. Our second theorem thus follows immediately.

Theorem 2. Let f E BV and let f* be defined by (2.3). Then

(3-2) 2   k*(/)|2<^«[M(»",./*) + »"lko(/)|2],       n>\.
k = -n

We note that (3.1) implies, for/ G BV+ ,

(3.3) 2  ck(f)<Kn»(n-\f)       (n>l)
A = -»i

since jn(n"'. /) < ío(h~', /) and

2irc„ =/(2tt) -/(0) < w(2tt, /) < 4ir«w(/|-', /),

by (2.2). Similarly, since 2ttw(S, /*) < K^rS, /), Ô > 0, (3.2) implies Wiener's result

(1.1).
Inequality (3.2) has an interesting corollary for Fourier series of functions of

bounded variation. To derive this let g be a continuous periodic function of period

277- that has bounded variation on [0,277-]. Then g G BV and the complex Fourier

coefficients (gk) of g satisfy kgk = ick(g), k an integer. Hence, by (3.2) and the

Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,

2*11*1=  2 \ck(g)\<Kn[p(n-x,g*)Y/2,
A     1 A: = I

and since, by partial summation,

2 1**1 = 2 [*(*+i)]_I( 2 «l¿j)+(« + !)"' 2*1**1
Al AI \ m=l / k=\

for n > 2, we deduce immediately that 2"= 11 gk |< oo if the series

(3.4) i *-'M*-',g*)]l/2

A = I

converges. Combining this with a similarly proved analogous result for the Fourier

coefficients of negative index, we obtain

Corollary 1. If a function g E BV is periodic with period 2ir and is such that the

series (3.4) converges, then the Fourier series of g is absolutely convergent.

The well-known theorem of Zygmund [11, Vol. 2, p. 160] that the absolute

convergence of the Fourier series of a periodic function g G BV is implied by the

convergence of the series

(3.5) 2*-'M*-,,i)]
A = l

1/2
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clearly follows from this corollary since convergence of (3.5) implies convergence of

(3.4). We show that Corollary 1 is stronger than Zygmund's theorem by construct-

ing, at the end of §5, a periodic function g G BV for which (3.5) is divergent while

(3.4) is convergent. In relation to Zygmund's result, we remark that the condition

imposed on the modulus of continuity function has been shown to be best possible

[3] (see also [9,10]).

Our second corollary to Theorem 2 shows that Wiener's result (1.1) can be

strengthened for the class AC.

Corollary 2. Let f E AC and suppose nu(n~], /) -» oo (n -» oo). Then

" 2

(3.6) 2   \ck\   ~ o(nu(n'x, /)),       n -» oo.
a = -»I

Equivalently, if<j> is any integrable periodic function of period 2tr with complex Fourier

coefficients i<pk ), then

"        „     2

2   \<j>k\   = o(nu(n'x,<P)),        n^oo,
A = -»»

if ncoin~x, 0) — oo (« -» oo), where 0 is an indefinite integral of <¡>.

Proof. Estimate (3.6) is an immediate consequence of (3.2) and Lemma 2. The

second part of the corollary then follows from the identities cA($) = 4>k, k any

integer.

Remark. (3.6), for the special case of increasing functions in AC, can also be

deduced from results in [7].

The next result we state is readily deduced from (3.3) once it is noted that, for

/ G BV, 2 7T | c„ | < Vf, n any integer, while, for / G AC, c„ -> 0 (| « | -» oo ), since ( c„ ) is

then the sequence of Fourier coefficients of the integrable function /'.

Theorem 3. /// G BV+ then, for every X s* 1,

n

(3.7) 2   ck<KVfX~]nuin-x,f),       n>l.
A = -n

Iff E AC+ andnu(n~x, f) -» oo (n -* oo), then

(3.8) 2   ct = o{nuin-x,f)),       n - oo,
A = -n

for every X > 1.

Obviously, because of (3.1), we can replace co(n_1, /) by p(n~], f) + c0n~] in

(3.7) and by p(«"',/) in (3.8) if nfi(n~], f) -> oo (n -» oo). However, as estimates in

terms of the modulus of continuity function, each of the inequalities (3.7) and (3.8) is

best possible within its class for every X > 1 however large. We prove this in §4

(Theorems 6,7) with the help of some examples of Salem. In §5 we show that (3.7)
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with À = 1 is the best possible result of its kind even for the class AC+ by proving

Theorem 4. Let \p E CMT be such that nxpin1) — oo (« -> oo). Then there exists

f E AC+ n H W for which
n

(3.9) 2   ckif)> Kn^(nx)   for every n> I.
A = -n

It is clear, because of (1.1), (3.6), and the inequalities 277-1 ck |< Vf ( / G BV, k any

integer) that, with ck replaced by \ck\ \ (3.7) and (3.8) hold, respectively, for all

/ G BV and all/ G AC for every X > 2. For 0 < A < 2 and/ G BV, (1.1) implies

2   \ck\X^KiX)Vf^2n[o>(n-x,f)]X/2,       n>\,
A = -»»

since the means [(2n + l)~x2k=_„\ck. | x]x/x increase with X in (0, oo). (Here,and in

the next section, Ki ■ ) denotes a positive constant which depends only on the

displayed parameter.) Similarly, (3.6) implies that if 0 < X < 2 and /iw(/i~', /) -» oo

in -> oo), then

(3.10) 2   \ck\X = o(n[o>in-\f)]X/2),       «^ oo,
A = -n

for / G AC. In the opposite direction to (3.10) we have

Theorem 5. Let \¡/ E CMT and also suppose nx/s\j/in~x) -> oo (« -» oo). Let (e(n))

be a decreasing sequence of nonnegative numbers satisfying e(w)-»0(M->oo). Then,

for each X E (0,2), there exists fx E AC D H[\p] for which

Urn supj( iM/jfj/^o-'fUo.

This theorem may be proved using some examples of analytic functions of class Í?

constructed in [6]. A function A analytic in the unit disc U = [z: \z\< I) of the

complex plane belongs to 9 if A(0) = 1 and Re A(z) > 0 for z in U. By a result of

Herglotz [4,p. 3], if A G 9, there is a function / increasing on (-00,00) with

fit + 2m) — fit) = 1 for all t in (-00, 00) such that

A(z) =/2"4±£^/(0 = 1 + 47. f cn(f)z»
Jo    e"-z n=x

for z in U. The function/is continuous if (1 — r) A(r, A) -* 0, where, for 0 =£ r < 1,

,4(/-, A) = sup(ReA(z): \z\ = r),

and we then have, in fact,

«(«,/) <«i4(l -S,A),       0 < 5 < 1,

(cf. left-hand inequality of (2.6)). Using these simple facts it is not too difficult to

show that the examples of functions in 9 constructed in [6] to prove Theorem 2 of

that paper can be adapted to prove Theorem 5 here. We leave the details to the

reader.
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4. Counterexamples for Theorem 3. In the opposite direction to (3.7) we now

prove

Theorem 6. Let \¡/ G CMT be such that m¡/(n~x) — oo (n -* oo). LAe/j rAeve ex/si's

/GBV+ C\H[i>] for which

n

(4.1) 2 Ck(fo)K> K(X)nt("~[)   for every n,\>\.
A=l

Proof. We show that our theorem follows easily from some results of Salem [8,9].

Let the function \p be given as above. Let <J?2 be a continuous increasing function on

[0,27r] of the type defined in [8, p. 75] and let /0(x) = <3>2(x + ir), x E (-oo, oo),

where we assume 02 is defined for all x by the condition $2(x + 2 77) — 02(x) = K.

Then/0 G BV, ck(f0) = (-l)AcA.($2) > 0 for all k, and the argument used to prove

Lemma 1 in [9] with only minor changes shows that $2 can be constructed so that

w(<5, f0) = <o(5, $2) = 0(4/(0)), 8 - 0+ , and

(4.2) 2<*(/o)2=  2 \ck(*2)f>Rn1,(n-1)
A■ = 1 A = 1

for every n > 1. This gives (4.1) for the case X = 2. Next suppose q > 1 and set

p = q/iq — 1) so that/r' + g"' = 1. Then, by (4.2) and Holder's inequality,

*«*(«-')< 2 q(/o)2<( 2 ct(/0)) '( 2 ck(f0y+] '
A■ = I \ A• = 1 / \ A = 1 /

so, by (3.3), we have, for n > 1,

2ckU)q+X>K(q)[n^(n-x)f-p'i)q = K(q)n^n-x).
A=l

Since ck(f0) = O(l), k -• 00, this implies (4.1) for all À > 1  and the proof of

Theorem 6 is complete.

We note that if / G BV and (y(n))^ is an arbitrary convex sequence tending to 0,

then [11, Vol. 1, p. 179] there exists g G AC such that c„(g) = y(|«|)c„(/) for every

integer n, and we further have [9. Remark II, p. 31] that u(g, 8) < Ku(f, 8), 8 > 0.

The next theorem, which shows that (3.8) is the best possible estimate of its kind for

the class AC for every X > 1, is thus an easy consequence of Theorem 6.

Theorem 7. Let the function \p be defined as in Theorem 6 and let (e(n)) be an

arbitrary sequence of nonnegative numbers tending to 0 as n -* 00. Then, for every

X > 1, there exists gx E AC+ n H[\p]for which

n

2 CÁS\)X > K(X)e(n)n4>(n~x)   for every n> 1.
A = l

5. Proof of Theorem 4. The proof of the theorem depends on

Lemma 4. Let \p be as in Theorem 4. Then there is a convex sequence (b„)f of

nonnegative numbers tending to 0 such that

»1

(5.1) n^(n-x)<  2 K <Kn^(n-x)   forn>l.
m=\
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Proof. We note first that, since t|» G CMT, (2.1) implies

(5.2) p^ip-x)<2qtiq-x\

if p, q are positive integers with <? s* p.

We define an increasing sequence ink Vf of positive integers inductively as follows.

Let «| = 1 and, for k > 1, choose nk+x to be the least value of the integer TV for

which N\piN~x) > 2nk4>in~kx). Such a choice is possible as n\pin~x) -» oo (« -> oo).

Then, for /c > 1,

(5.3) ««/»(«-') <2n^(/t;'),      «*<"<**+„

and

(5.4) ^+l^(«^,)>2«^(«¡1).

We now set

dx = *(1),   rf». = *(«*+i).       »ft<m<nt+l,*>l.

Then idm)f is a decreasing sequence tending to 0 and, by (5.2)-(5.4), we have [1,

Vol. 2, pp. 175-176]

n

(5.5) 2 ¿„.«^(V1)   /orn>l.

Also for nk< n < nk+x and k > 1,

2 ¿m> 2 ^>«^(«*')
»»i=l m = 1

so, by (5.3),

" 1
(5.6) 2 dm>-mpin~x)    for every /i > 1.

m=i 2

We next write, for m 5= 1,

¿>„, = 2e 2 e-m/*Arf,
A=l

where Adk = dk — dk + x for k ^ I. il am indebted to A. W. Norton for bringing this

sequence to my attention some years ago.) It is easily verified that (Am) is a convex

sequence decreasing to 0 as n -» oo and, for m s* 1,

oc oc

bm>2e 2 e~^kàdk>2 2 àdk,
k=m k—m

that is,

(5.7) bm>2dm   for/rc 3*1.

Furthermore,

m

bm^2e2 e""/kàdk + 2edm
k=\
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and, since, for n > 1,

/»      »»» n n n

2    2 e-m/kAdk =  2 *dk 2 e~m/k < *"' 2 ^0 - e"'/*)"'
»1=1 A=l A= I »! = * A = l

»» /»

<2e~l 2 kAdk^2e~x 2 dk,
A■ = 1 A = 1

it follows that

(5.8) 2 K<K 2 d,„   for«>l.
m — i »»»=!

Clearly, (5.1) now follows from (5.8), (5.7), (5.6) and (5.5), and the proof of Lemma

4 is complete.

Now let ibn)f be the sequence obtained above and set b0 = 2bx. Then (6„)J is a

convex sequence tending to 0 and, hence [11, Vol. l,p. 183], there is a nonnegative

277-periodic function A G L(0,277) such that \b0 + 1fb„cos nx is the Fourier series

of A. If we write

fix) = fhit)dtt,       x E (-00,00),

then the increasing function / belongs to AC, c„if) = b„ and c_„ = c„ in =

0, 1,2,...), and, by the left-hand inequality of (2.6),

»» n

Kxno:in-X,f)^sup{o„ix,f):0^x^27r}^2 2 bk< 6 2 bk,
A=0 A=l

since b0 = 2bx. It now follows from the right-hand inequality of (5.1) that ío(«~', /)

< K\j/in~x), n > 1, from which we readily deduce that/ G H[\¡i]. Since the left-hand

inequality of (5.1) gives (3.9), the proof of Theorem 4 is complete.

We finish by showing, as promised in §3, there is a periodic function g E BV for

which (3.5) is divergent while (3.4) is convergent. To do this we define a sequence

(a,,)" as follows:

a0 = 3,    a„ =[log(n + l)]"2,        « > 1.

Then (a„) is a convex sequence tending to 0 and so, as we have noted earlier, there is

an increasing function g G AC for which c„ig) = a„ and c_„(g) = c„(g), n =

0,1,2.Also, by the right-hand inequality of (2.6) and the monotonicity of w,

Knu>(n-x,g)>o2„(0)=     2    (l " t})^)
k=-2n X '

-,    n n

>jylck(g)>2ak>Kxn[\0g(n+ I)]-2
-n 1

by an elementary estimation. Hence

a(rrl,g)>K[los(n+ l)]~2,       n>l,
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and (3.5) diverges as required. Since c„ig*) =|c„(g)|2, n = 0, ± 1, ±2,..., it follows

easily by arguments similar to those used above involving the left-hand inequality of

(2.6) that

«(/?-', g*) =£ K[lo%(n + l)\\        n>l.

(3.4) therefore converges and we are finished.
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